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Hospital de La Ribera, Radiation Oncology Department, Spain
Introduction. In patients with head and neck (H&N) tumours is very important to draw the volumes of planning accurately. The
work of planning is laborious and the intervention of the radiotherapy technical specialists (TERs) is crucial.
Objective. To determinate the similarities between TER and oncologist for contouring the OARs in the simulation of H&N tumours.
METHODS: Between June and December 2012, we obtained the planning TACs of 20 patients with H&N tumours for radiotherapy.
We selected 6 OARs for contouring: both parotid glands, both ears, mandible and spinal cord. These volumes were designed
separately by the TER and the oncologist. In addition, therewere generated volumes of intersection and exclusion of both versions
(TER and oncologist) in order to measure the degree of coincidence in the positioning of the OARs. The obtained information was
tabulated for comparative study of similarities and differences in the volume and position of the above mentioned structures.
Results. The comparative study of the size of the OARs realized by the TER with regard to the realized ones by the oncologist,
gave, of average these results (TER/oncologist): right parotid: 93.67%(133–52); left parotid: 94.43%(116–74); right ear: 97.78%(156–50);
left ear: 110.20%(157–57); spinal cord: 101.70%(115–87); mandible: 95.27%(107–76). The coincidence in the position of the OARs
comparing the designs of both professionals gave these average values: right parotid: 86.18%(100–47); left parotid: 86.29%(98–65);
right ear: 81.10%(98–21); left ear: 88.83%(100–12); spinal cord: 97.13%(100–85); mandible: 92.33%(100–76).
Conclusion The present descriptive study reﬂects that the degree of similarity in the contouring of the OARs described between
oncologist and TER, with a suitable training, is reasonably high. Hence, the TERs can realize the contouring of de organs at risk
(OARs) very efﬁciently. The similarities in the contouring can improve by learning and practicing more in the future.
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Introduction. AtHospital Ruber Internacional, left-sided breast IMRT is indicated in patients treatedwith cardiotoxic chemotherapy
and in those which their body shape does not allow to plan an optimal conventional dosimetry.
Objectives. To evaluate the dosimetric outcomes comparing IMRT and 3D plans of left-sided breast treatments.
Materials. Ten cases are planned to target a prescription of 50Gy of mean dose in PTV, D95>95% in 2Gy/fraction, for both, a six-
equispaced-ﬁeld IMRT and a 3D tangential-ﬁeld planning, delivered with Varian Clinac 600 C/D, for a beam energy of 6MV and
a maximum dose rate of 600MU/min. PortalVision, MV image system, enables patient position veriﬁcation. Treatment planning
system used is Varian Eclipse 8.9.17 with inverse optimization algorithm DVO and AAA absorbed dose calculation algorithm.
Methods. Several parameters are analysed: total MU, conformity index (CI), homogeneity index (HI) and usual OAR limit (limits)
values.
Results and conclusions. It isworthpointing out thedifferences found in this study for: CI,with IMRT1.09±0.05, in 3D-CRT, 1.45±0.3;
left lung: V20Gy, in IMRT (13.1±8.9)% vs. 3D-CRT, (15.2±13.3)%; heart: V30Gy, in IMRT (0.5±1.3)% vs. 3D-CRT, (3.4±4.7)%, mean
dose, in IMRT (9.8±9.7)Gy vs. 3D-CRT (15.5±8.6)Gy; contralateral breast: D1 cm3 in IMRT (3.55±1.99)Gy vs. 3D (2.18±1.5)Gy;
right lung: V10Gy in IMRT (3.6%±8.5)%, in 3D-CRT (0±0.1)%, total MU: IMRT 943±159 vs. 3D-CRT 248±159. Each value interval
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